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ABSTRACT 
The Faddeev equations for three p a r t i c l e s are given 
a basis of representation according to the group Su(3). 
The usefulness of t h i s representation i s investigated by 
application to neutron-deuteron scattering. 
C H A P T E R O N E 
INTRODUCTION 
I n v e s t i g a t i o n of the three-body problem has been found d i f f i c u l t 
p a r t l y because of the l a r g e number of degrees of freedom involved and 
p a r t l y because of d i f f i c u l t i e s w i t h the formalism. Although the 
( l ?) 
Faddeev equations put the problem i n t o a clear framework , the 
three p a r t i c l e s are s t i l l t r e a t e d as i d e n t i f i a b l e and the large 
number of v a r i a b l e s s t i l l remain. Even a f t e r the Omnes^ angular 
momentum r e d u c t i o n three i n t e g r a t i n g v a r i a b l e s s t i l l remain i n the 
(4) 
f i n a l equations. Osborn succeeded i n reducing Omnes r e s u l t s f o r 
the Faddeev equations t o two v a r i a b l e s and a c t u a l l y solved the equations 
f o r the i d e a l i z e d case of three spinless bosons i n t e r a c t i n g through a 
Yukawa p o t e n t i a l . However, the method i s numerically complicated and i t 
would be even more complicated and aqmberscme when generalized t o nucleons 
i n t e r a c t i n g through spin and i s o s p i n dependant p o t e n t i a l s . However, i t 
was r e a l i z e d t h a t i t i s possible to reduce the problem t o the s o l u t i o n 
of a s i n g l e v a r i a b l e i n t e g r a l equation by assuming t h a t the p a r t i c l e s 
i n t e r a c t i n p a i r s through non-local separable p o t e n t i a l s ^ ^ When 
attempting to c l a s s i f y m u l t i p a r t i c l e s t a t e s i t i s important t o diagonalize 
those v a r i a b l e s which are known t o be constants of the motion from general 
invariancer p r i n c i p l e s . Thus, plane wave; states | p^p^p^ ••••) which are 
e-igenstates of t h e i n d i v i d u a l momenta _p. and the t o t a l momentum, .P. =^"jp. , are u s e f u l i n e x p l o i t i n g t r a n s l a t i o n a l invariance. To b e n f i t from
r o t a t i o n a l invariance as w e l l , we need t o abandon plane wave states i n 
favour of eigenstates not only of t o t a l momentum but also of the t o t a l 
angular momentum. For s c a t t e r i n g problems which do not involve rearrangemen 
i t i s perhaps best t o c a r r y out a r e l a t i v e l y simple p a r t i a l wave a n a l y s i s 
corresponding t o the angular momentum i n the CM system of the two i n c i d e n t 
(5) 
bodies. Hetherington and Schick have done t h i s f o r k - D s c a t t e r i n g . 
momentum 
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However 9 f o r cases which go beyond the " e f f e c t i v e two p a r t i c l e " s i t u a t i o n 
then a more general three body p a r t i a l wave analysis should be considered. 
A discussion of how such s t a t e s may be constructed f o r three p a r t i c l e s 
has been given by W i c k ^ . He forms states |-P J J^, w j j ) which are 
eigenstates of the t o t a l momentum and the angular momentum about the 
centre of mass. His states are also eigenstates of the t o t a l energy w and 
angular momentum j of p a r t i c l e s 1 and 2 i n t h e i r centre of mass frame. 
These states are p a r t i a l l y l o c a l i z e d and t h i s i s important when considering 
s h o r t range i n t e r a c t i o n s . For example} states w i t h moderate values of w 
and large j describe a s i t u a t i o n i n which p a r t i c l e s 1 and 2 are almost 
always very f a r apart and t h e r e f o r e u n l i k e l y to i n t e r a c t . However, while 
the s p a t i a l correlation between p a r t i c l e s 1 and 2 i s w e l l - d e f i n e d , t h a t 
between p a r t i c l e s 1 and 3 or 2 and 3 has t o be found using recoupling 
c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
Three-body angular momentum states have also been constructed by 
Ahmadzadeh and T j o n ^ which were used by Chen, B a l l and Wong^^ t o study 
the (e,H) system. These states may be represented as |p^lM^,q^L M ^ where 
p^ i s the r e l a t i v e momentum co-ordinate f o r the two p a r t i c l e s not s p e c i f i e d 
by i and i s the momentum of p a r t i c l e i i n the o v e r - a l l CM system. The 
angular momenta 1 and L are the r e l a t i v e angular momentum of the two 
p a r t i c l e s concerned and the angular momentum of the t h i r d p a r t i c l e i i n 
the three-body CM system. Again, the c r i t i c i s m of p a r t i a l l o c a l i z a t i o n 
can be d i r e c t e d a t these s t a t e s . I t might be u s e f u l , t h e r e f o r e , to have 
a formalism which t r e a t s a l l three p a r t i c l e s e q u i v a l e n t l y . That i s , we 
should l i k e t o be able t o co n s t r u c t s t a t e s which have very simple symmetry 
p r o p e r t i e s . 
T ( l l ) 
•••he work of Smith introduces a "Grand Angular Momentum Tensor", 
2 
, which plays a s i m i l a r p a r t f o r three p a r t i c l e s as angular momentum 
o 
does f o r two p a r t i c l e s . The smaller i s / j , then the "cl o s e r " i s the 
system. Thus, a p a r t i a l wave a n a l y s i s using ^2 might converge r a p i d l y 
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i f we are considering a system where every t h i n g i s happening "close i n " 
such as a t h r e e - p a r t i c l e strong i n t e r a c t i o n system. The method of Smith 
leads t o a s i n g l e six-dimensional vector p r o v i d i n g the co-ordinates needed 
to describe the t h r e e - p a r t i c l e CM System, ^hus, i t involves a single 
i n t e g r a t i o n over the length of the six-dimensional vector and summations 
over the d i s c r e t e quantum numbers a r i s i n g from a c o n s i d e r a t i o n of the 
angular dependences i n t h i s six-dimensional space. I t would be p o s s i b l e , 
t h e r e f o r e , t o use a l o c a l p o t e n t i a l and s t i l l be able t o reduce the 
problem t o one i n v o l v i n g a s i n g l e i n t e g r a t i o n . This would be an advantage 
of the formalism i f the summation over the d i s c r e t e quantum numbers were 
to converge r a p i d l y enough. 
Indeed the main concern of t h i s present work i s t o t e s t q u a n t i t a t i v e l y 
the reasonableness of t h i s s p e c u l a t i o n f o r a r e a l i s t i c c a l c u l a t i o n . We have 
th e r e f o r e turned our a t t e n t i o n t o the problem o f neutron-deuteron (N-D) 
s c a t t e r i n g . As w i l l be seen, there i s indeed some convergence, but i t i s 
not r a p i d enough to be a p r a c t i c a l means of studying N-D s c a t t e r i n g . Although 
c e r t a i n s i m p l i c a t i o n s r e s u l t i n using these s t a t e s , the c a l c u l a t i o n , becomes 
r a t h e r cumbersome unless we can tr u n c a t e the summation a f t e r only a few 
terms, f u r t h e r discussion of t h i s i s l e f t t i l l l a t e r . 
Chapter 2 provides a sh o r t account of the Faddeev formalism, while 
(12) 
Chaper 3 provides a resume of the r e l e v a n t work of Dragt who extended 
the studies of Smith to the three-dimensional case. I n se c t i o n A of Chapter 4 
the r e l e v a n t coupled equations are reduced to one s i n g l e v a r i a b l e i n t e g r a l 
equation using the t h r e e - p a r t i c l e s tates ("Dragt States") of reference 12, 
which have simple symmetry p r o p e r t i e s . 
Section B of Chapter 4 gives the method of f i n d i n g the three-body 
T m a t r i x using the Su(3) basis. 
Numerical r e s u l t s are presented i n Chapter 5 and the conclusion i n 
Chapter 6. 
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C H A P T E R TWO 
THE FADDEE.V FORMALISM 
Section A. The N o n - R e l a t i v i s t i c Three-body Problem. 
The Lippmann-Schwinger (L-S) Equation f o r the T-matrix, which 
describes n o n - r e l a t i v i s t i c t w o - p a r t i c l e s c a t t e r i n g , runs i n t o t r o u b l e 
f o r the case of three p a r t i c l e s ^ The d i f f i c u l t i e s a r i s e , i n p a r t > 
from the presence of disconnected diagrams corresponding to the p o s s i b i l i t y 
of a p a r t i c l e going s t r a i g h t through w i t h o u t i n t e r a c t i o n . The two-body 
L-S equation i s : 
r 
( p ' l ^ E ) |j?> = ( ? ' |v|p) + dp" (?' |V |p'^ (.p"|T(E) 
J E-E p„ 
(2.1) 
where p and p' are the r e l a t i v e momentum vectors f o r t h e incoming and 
outgoing states r e s p e c t i v e l y and E i s the t o t a l energy i n the CM System. 
L." 
or the t h r e e - p a r t i c l e case l e t us define channel CK. as t h a t f o r 
which p a r t i c l e o( i s f r e e while the other two p a r t i c l e s form a bound s t a t e . 
(14) 
Then the L~S equations f o r s c a t t e r i n g from channel a t o channel f$ are 
T+„ (E) = V P + V p G t (E) T ^ (E) 
vn; = v -r 1* Op 
.+ 
And <X =» 0,1,2»3 where (K = o r e f e r s t o the channel having a l l three 
' T+«(E) (E) V« (2.2) 
T L (E) V* + V^G* (E) T~w (E) 
V % T+ (E) G £ (E) V* (2.3) 
p a r t i c l e s f r e e . 
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The q u a n t i t i e s are defined f o r p a r t i c l e s of masses ((X = 1,2,3) as: 
(a) V q = 0 = p o t e n t i a l between p a r t i c l e s 2 & 3 
V = p o t e n t i a l between p a r t i c l e s 1 & 3 
= p o t e n t i a l between p a r t i c l e s 1 & 2 
v = v x+ v 2 + v 3 v" = v-v„ . 
(b) G^ (E) = Green's f u n c t i o n in. channel <X 
> -£ 0+-
(E-H,±i-€) 
with E = Energy i n the t h r e e - p a r t i c l e CM System. 
H o + V<* 
Equations (2.2) and (2.3) lead t o d i f f e r e n t o f f energy-shell extensions 
of "the T m a t r i x and describe the same s c a t t e r i n g i n the l i m i t as -£ •? 0. 
From now an we s h a l l confine ourselves to the (+) -type of operator and 
omit the Superscript unless a d i s t i n c t i o n i s important. 
Equations of the type (2.3) can be solved by standard techniques i f 
t h e k e r n e l , (E) , i s H i l b e r t - S c h m i d t , (H-S). 
That i s , i n operator form, 
trace ( K K + ) ( ^ 
where K i s the kernel of the equation. 
I t f a i l s to be H-S f o r three-body s c a t t e r i n g because of the presence 
of d e l t a - f u n c t i o n s which a r i s e i n t a k i n g m a t r i x elements of two-body 
p o t e n t i a l s between three-body s t a t e s . For example, the kernel V° G*(E) 
leads t o terms such as 
(p;p' 2P3 l v i < ( E ) h w 3 ) 
where p^p^.p^ are the momentum vectors f o r the three incoming p a r t i c l e s 
and p ^ j P ^ j ^ l i k e w i s e f o r the outgoing p a r t i c l e s . 
P a r t i c l e s 2 and 3 i n t e r a c t through , but p a r t i c l e 1 i s unaffected. 
That i s , the m a t r i x element gives 
( W I V I < ( E ' I P 2 P 3 > 
This may be represented d i a g r a m a t i c a l l y as i n Figure (2.1) 
i 
F igure 2.1 
Therefore the kernel i s not (H-S). There remains the p o s s i b i l i t y t h a t i t i 
(13) 
compact, but i n f a c t t h i s i s not the case . The s o l u t i o n i s then non-
(24 25 26) 
unique ' ' . Faddeev overcame t h i s by deducing coupled i n t e g r a l 
equations from the L-S equation which have connected kernels a f t e r one 
i t e r a t i o n ^ \ Equations (2.2) may be w r i t t e n as 
Tpa. = V p GV* (2.4) 
where G*- — — i s the f u l l Greens f u n c t i o n . 
E-H+ie 
H = the complete Hamiltonian. 
This leads t o the break-down 
i ^ P 
w i t h 3 _ 
T i j = t . . + J t i G cL T k j (2.6) 
1 I J £— V 0 i k k = l 
and t ^ = the two p a r t i c l e T m a t r i x between the p a r t i c l e s not denoted by it 
Equations (2.6) are the canonical Faddeev Equations and have connected 
kernels a f t e r one i t e r a t i o n . But even a f t e r an i t e r a t i o n the kernels are 
not H-S i f we l e t '€ -^ >0. However, a f t e r f i v e i t e r a t i o n s the kernels are 
compact and i t then f o l l o w s t h a t the s o l u t i o n i s unique even on the r e a l 
(13) 
energy a x i s , except f o r a d i s c r e t e set o f r e a l values of E • 
Section B. Faddeev Equations f o r Neutron-Deuteron S c a t t e r i n g 
I t i s our task to c a l c u l a t e the m a t r i x element T , f o r e l a s t i c 
ab 
N-D s c a t t e r i n g , 
T a b = ( a |T |b> (2.7) 
I n p a r t i c u l a r we are dealing w i t h a system of three i d e n t i c a l p a r t i c l e s , 
each w i t h spin and i s o s p i n ijr. The sta t e s j.a), .|b> are made up of products 
of s p a t i a l wave f u n c t i o n s , spinwave f u n c t i o n s and i s o s p i n wave f u n c t i o n s . 
Each s p a t i a l wave f u n c t i o n i s a product of a bound s t a t e wave f u n c t i o n f o r 
the motion of the dueteron* and a plane wave f o r the motion of the t h i r d 
p a r t i c l e . 
The s t a t e vector f o r a system of fermions must be anti-symmetric w i t h 
respect t o interchange of p a r t i c l e s . Denote such a three p a r t i c l e s t a t e 
by |123 ^ , where the 1 includes space, spin and isospin i n f o r m a t i o n 
f o r p a r t i c l e 1 and l i k e w i s e f o r p a r t i c l e s 2 and 3. 
I n terms of states made up of d i r e c t products of si n g l e p a r t i c l e 
states , U 2 3 ^ a s may be w r i t t e n as 
| l 2 3 ) a s = | ( |123) + |231> + |312> ) - ( |213 >+ | l 3 2 > + |321> ) J 
(2.8) 
d e f i n i n g an anti-symmetric 2-fermion s t a t e by 
(2.9) |12> = ^ ||12> - |21) 
as 
.where j l 2 ^ * | . l ) x |.2^ then equation (2.8) may be r e - w r i t t e n i n the form 
|3 ) + \2\ + | l ) 1 (2.1o) 
'as 1 'as 1 /as r 
wit h 1.3) = i l 2 > x | 3 ) e t c . 1 / as 1 /as / 
|123> = - 1 -
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This i s also t r u e i f i | l 2 ^ i s any normalized anti-symmetric two-fermion 
as 
s t a t e . 
I t i s convenient here t o introduce new momentum v a r i a b l e s defined 
by 
? = P l + £ 2 + J?3 (2.11) 
q.= p . + p k (2.12) 
V ( M A " M k P i ) ( 2 - 1 3 ) 
(Mj + \ ) 
where i , j , k i s a c y c l i c permutation of l , 2 j 3 and 
|> « the total momentum 
-q.^ = the momentum »f p a r t i c l e i i n the three p a r t i c l e CM system. 
k^= the r e l a t i v e momentum of p a r t i c l e s j and k i n the j k 
CM Subsystem. 
m\* mass of p a r t i c l e i . 
I t i s then found t h a t the Jacobian f o r the t r a n s f o r m a t i o n from (p^p^p^) 
t o (p>q^ >k i) i s one. 
That i s 
^ 2 ^ 3 > = I**!*!) 1 = 1 ' 2 ' 3 
I n c l u d i n g s p i n and i s o s p i n the s t a t e l j ^ a s c a n n o w ^e s p e c i f i e d as 
\ - K ^ D ( k P ) \?-, %,, kp, i 5 i z J i p , s , s z , S ( J ) as 
(2.14) 
Where we have now introduced the deuteron wave f u n c t i o n 
tfD(kp) - ( k j D p ) (2.15) 
i n i t s CM system, and the other q u a n t i t i e s are 
I = t o t a l i s e s p i n of the three p a r t i c l e system 
I z = Z component of I 
I p = t o t a l i s o s p i n of the JJ^ 1 t w o - p a r t i c l e Subsystem 
S =* t o t a l spin of three p a r t i c l e system 
S 7 = Z component of S 
S^  = t o t a l spin of the ^  t n two p a r t i c l e subsystem. 
The deuteron i s o s p i n = 0, so the i s o s p i n wave f u n c t i o n consists of 
a s i n g l e t f u n c t i o n f o r the deuteron coupled w i t h the i s o s p i n jr of the 
t h i r d nucleon. 
As t h e deuteron spin = 1 , we have two possible i n i t i a l spin s t a t e s * 
the q u a r t e t of t o t a l spin = - and the doublet of t o t a l spin = 
As we are considering only an S-wave non-local separable p o t e n t i a l , 
we s h a l l take the deuteron t o be i n a pure S-state. I n t h i s case the 
anti-symmetry i s completely given by the i s o s p i n p a r t of the deuteron 
wave f u n c t i o n .using (2.10) then 
T a b = 3 y ( * ' * ; d ; ^ v - e 5 ' 5 : 3 ; I v l HW-SSZ^ S 
Z_ as 
P'** 1 (2.16) 
the values of I ^ , i n the above, summation w i l l be O j l . For the spin 
q u a r t e t s c a t t e r i n g the S^.values must = 1. For an i s o s p i n independsnt 
i n t e r a c t i o n the f u n c t i o n s 
( I ' l y ; 11 i z O = u^ d^ v) (2.17) 
' z z 
may be ext r a c t e d . (See appendix l ) . 
Taking out a d e l t a - f u n c t i o n «f t o t a l momentum conservation on both 
s i d e s , together w i t h Kronecker d e l t a - f u n c t i o n s of i s o s p i n and sp i n 
conservation we f i n d , 
£(p-p') j i £ : j i <f s s <TS s. 1 
Z Z Z Z o 
Z Z Z z 
3 . 3 
Z. -** a £. 
<X=1 <X,(5 = 1 
(2.18) 
where T p a = ^ D« S« | Dw S ^ ( 2.19) 
I t may be seen i n appendix 1 t h a t f o r the q u a r t e t i n t e r a c t i o n the sp i n 
dependence of the T m a t r i x becomes t x ' i v i a l and we s h a l l t h e r e f o r e ignore i t 
i n dealing w i t h the equations. 
From equation (2.5) 
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Equation (2-20) may be w r i t t e n i n the form 
< P I V I « > = <Plf!«>+<PK|«>^ 
with 
-fia 
And, using (2.6) j must s a t i s f y 
vP*= Z I . J . t.5.. + 11.3. t. G I I i j ^ p i " i v j ' ^ , J & i w t t j " i ~o '— ~ k i 
3 k 
which gives 
f' I Ln I t. S.. + Zl. t . G 
u r j u i ( i "joe i I J L p i i o 
^— — — io< 
= 2 . ^ ^ t . + X ^ . t . G o ) f (2.23) 
I n order to be able to solve these equations, we need t o introduce a 
complete set of states such t h a t the number of i n t e g r a t i o n v a r i a b l e s 
i s reduced. The f o l l o w i n g chapter establishes such a set i n the Su(3) 
basis. 
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C H A P T E R T H R E E 
THREE PARTICLE STATES IN THE Su(3) BASIS 
Section A. The Su(3) c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of t h r e e - p a r t i c l e s t a t e s . 
The purpose of t h i s Chapter i s to o b t a i n s t a t e s which have simple 
symmetry p r o p e r t i e s . Since we know t h a t r o t a t i o n a l invariance leads t o 
conservation of angular momentum and i t s z component} then we would 
expect these q u a n t i t i e s t o emerge from the present a n a l y s i s as two of 
the quantum numbers needed t o l a b e l the s t a t e s . 
I n momentum space the s t a t e of a three p a r t i c l e system can be 
char a c t e r i z e d by the vectors , Let us make an orthogonal t r a n s f o r m a t i o n 
such t h a t 
/ x f Cl) (2) ( 3 h 
w i t h , f o r t h r e e equal-mass p a r t i c l e s 
^ ^ ( p 2 - P l ) (3.1a) 
= ^ ( 2 p 3 - h ~ p2) (3.1b) 
? ( 3 ) _ _ _ i _ { ? i + p 2 + p 3 ) (3.1c) 
These vectors span a 9-dimensional space, r o t a t i o n s i n which are brought 
about by the orthogonal group 0 ( 9 ) . 
However, because of t r a n s l a t i o n a l i n v a r i a n c e , the t o t a l momentum of 
the three p a r t i c l e s plays a s t r a i g h t - f o r w a r d r o l e . 
That i s , i n the CM frame, p ^ > a r e the o n l y vectors r e q u i r e d 
to specify the s t a t e . We t h e r e f o r e introduce a six-dimensional space 
spa 
spanned by vectors 
P - ( P ( 1 ) > P ( 2 ) ) (3.2) 
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where the scalar product i s defined i n the usual way. I n p a r t i c u l a r , 
we have the r e l a t i o n 
= p ( D 2 + p ( 2 > 2 . P I 2 + + p 32 (3.2a) 
Following Dragt, we now look f o r the l i n e a r transformations which leave 
i n v a r i a n t the form 
2MEq = p 2 = p 2 + p 2 + p 2 ( 3 < 3 ) 
w i t h M = mass of each p a r t i c l e 
E q = t o t a l k i n e t i c energy i n the CM System. 
That i s , we are looking f o r a l l orthogonal transformations i n s i x -
dimensional space, 0 ( 6 ) . I f the L i e . algebra f o r 0(6) i s L q , i t w i l l be 
characterized by the f i f t e e n anti-symmetric 6 x 6 matrices. 
R i j = i i ) ( j I " I I i , j = 1 -...6 
where j i^denotes a six-dimensional column vector i n a r e a l vector space 
whose i ^ component i s u n i t y w h i l s t the others are zero. \ i j i s the 
corresponding row vector. 
The algebra L i s given by the commutation r u l e s 
= 0 i 4- j t n (3.3a) 
R. ., R., = R j k (3.3b) 
with R.. « - R.. (3.3c) 
Not a l l the elements of L q t r e a t a l l t h r e e p a r t i c l e s e q u i v a l e n t l y . 
But we may o b t a i n a sub algebra of L^ which does. Define L^ t o be the 
set of a l l elements F i n L q w i t h the property 
|c,F = 0 (3.4) 
where C e f f e c t s a c y c l i c permutation on three objects e.g. 123-?' 231. 
Then the e f f e c t of a c y c l i c permutation operation on the t h r e e - p a r t i c l e 
s t a t e s we w i l l construct i s very simple. I t i s also found t h a t the e f f e c t 
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of a t ransposi t ion operation on the element? of i s to produce a sign 
change at most. 
The subalgebra has, the re fore , very simple symmetry proper t ies , 
andis i n f a c t the algebra f o r U(3) , having the elements 
J i j " R i j + R i + 3 j+3 i , j ^ 3 i * j 
(3.5) 
i j i i + 3 , j 
As R. . = - R.. then i t fo l lows that 
U J i 
J . . = - J . . K . . = - K.. (3.6) 
Therefore, i s nine-dimensional. I f we extract from the l inear 
Ga:simir operator of l i (3 ) . 
3 
S = i £ K (3.7) 
i = l J 
then the remaining eight elements form the Lie algebra, L ^ , which i s 
isomorphic!to Su(3). For a quantum mechanical system, we need rea l iza t ions 
of these algebras as Lie algebras of Hermitian operators acting i n the 
H i l b e r t space of three pa r t i c l e states. Let r = ( r ^ , r ^ ) be the 
six-dimensional co-ordinate vector corresponding to (3 .2) . ^hat i S j 
and r are Hermitian and canonically conjugate, s a t i s f y i n g the 
commutation r e l a t i o n 
The quantum analogue of the R „ i s then a set of operators, / V ^ , wi th 
the fo l lowing properties: 
=• i R . j r (3.8a) 
( A i j ' ^ = i R.. p (3.8b) 
That i s , i n an exactly s imilar way as fo r orthogonal transformations 
i n ordinary three dimensiqnal space, we take 
A- • - r . p . - r . p . (3.9) 
i J i J J i 
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By t he i r d e f i n i t i o n i n equation (3.9) the / [ ^ . are subject to 
the i d e n t i t y 
A - i A + A n + / l l k \ s - o , i m w ( 3 . i o ) 
The quadratic Gasimir operator / \ f o r 0(6) .which i s also the square 
of the "Grand angular momentum tensor"^^^ i s 
/ | 2 - £ ZL ( / I J 2 ( 3 . 1 1 ) 
The elements of L, i n terms of the l\. . are: 
1 i j 
J i j = / ^ i j + ^ i + 3 , j + 3 i j j ^ 3 
with K. . = K.. and J. . = - J . . 
Using ( 3 . 5 ) , we obtain that 
A 2 = * X ( J . 2 + K.2 ) + Z (/i. . . , 1 , .-/I..^1..,, ..^ 
A 77 i J i j • • isJ+3 i + 3 , j VLJ i+3 , j+3) 
= i J ( J . 2 + K . 2 ) - S 2 (3.13) 
l 3 
3 
S = | L K. . 
2 
^ i s the quadratic Casimir operator f o r and together with S the 
eigenvalues specifyan i r reduc ib le representation (I.R.) of Su(3). 
The i/i<z. Algebra of Lj i s 
( j , K 1 = i K + i K (3.14) (_ 1 , k l l jkm mi j l m km 
f k . . , K 1 « i ( i . J . + J . J . + £ J. + £ J. ) 
I i j mnl lm j n i n jm jm i n j n lm 
where J. = -A- ., J . . . 
l * l j k 3k 
The J .^s fo*m a vector given by 
(3) (3) 
J = r x x ^ + r 2 x p2 + r 3 x .p 3 - r x p (3.15) 
(3) 
In the centre of momentum frame ^ = 0 , and J i s then interpreted 
as the t o t a l angular momentum i n tha t frame. The K 's symmetric 
i j c form a 
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tensor, the physical i n t e rp re t a t ion of which i s not obvious. 
Section B. The Construction of Su(3) Eigenstates. 
I n reference 12 Dragt has shown tha t there i s a one to one correspondence 
between the i r reducib le representations of 0(6) carr ied by three-par t ic le 
states and those of Su(3). In order to construct representations f o r 
Su(3), we need a convenient system of co-ordinates. Since Su(3) t rea ts 
the three par t i c les equivalent ly , the co-ordinate system should do also. 
In the CM frame a system of three equal-mass par t i c les with t o t a l k i n e t i c 
energy E q poses the constraint 
ft+Pz+Pa = 0 ( 3 ' 1 6 ) 
with 
2mEQ = P l 2 + p 2 2 + p 3 2 = p ( l ) 2 + p ( 2 ) 2 = P 2 . (3.17). 
We shal l use the Dal i tz -Fabr i c o - o r d i n a t e s ^ ^ C o n s i d e r the 
'momentum t r i a n g l e ' whose vert ices are the end points of the three 
momentum vectors directed from a common o r i g i n } the centre of momentum. 
The three Euler angles o^JS,^  required to transform the t r i ang le from 
a reference o r ien ta t ion to i t s actual o r i e n t a t i o n , may be conveniently 
taken to specify the o r ien ta t ion of t h i s t r iangle i n space. Then we 
need to parametrize the t r i ang le i t s e l f . 
Consider a second, e q u i l a t e r a l , t r i ang le of un i t a l t i t u d e . (See 
f i g . ( 3 . 1 ) ) This second t r i ang le must not be confused with the f i r s t one, 
being constructed i n a t o t a l l y d i f f e r e n t space. For such a t r i ang le 
the surrii of the three distances from an i n t e r i o r point to each of the 
three sides i s the same f o r each i n t e r i o r point and equal to 1. 
2 
I d e n t i f y the three distances with the quant i t ies ^ i ; then equation 
2 
(3.17) i s automatically s a t i s f i e d . The polar co-ordinates ^ may then 
be taken as the remaining two c o - « r u i n a t e s needed, and we have the 
re la t ionsh ips , 
p 1 
p XfPT 2 
P 
FIG (3-1) 
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with 
\ = Cos (tf ~ 2 1 ) (3.18a) 
1 3 
2 = Cos ( ^ + 2 f ) (3.18b) 
3 
3>3 = Cos 0 (3.18c) 
In order to be able also to s a t i s fy equation (3.16) we f i n d that the 
kinematical ly allowed region f o r our new co-ordinates i s that given 
by the disc inscribed w i t h i n the Da l t i z t r i a n g l e , i . e . such that 
e 2 < a 
The choice of Dal i tz -Fabr i pos i t ion co-ordinates can be made i n complete 
analogy to the momentum case. 
We need now to determine a complete set of th ree-par t ic le states 
j > p 2> N ^ which form a ca r r i e r space f o r i r reduc ib le representations 
of L^. An indfcxj N, i s used to dis t inguish between states having the 
same energy and momentum, but d i f f e r e n t properties under 
I f j £ ^ £ ^ ^denotes the eigenstate f o r the posi t ion 
operators £ » P ^ , £ then the state | p 2 i s specif ied by 
( £ U ) £ ( 2 ) £ ( 3 ) | . P ( 3 ) P 2 N > - exp ( i r ( 3 ) ) ^ 
where ^ = (^^^ ^ 0 I 0 P 2 N / 
must s a t i s f y the six-dimensional Schrodinger equation: 
- y 2 ! * / ' = P 2 ^ (3.19) 
where ( \ ^ i ) i s the d i f f e r e n t i a l operator analog of .p. p 2 i s re la ted 
2 
to the opera tor^ by 
2 A 2 , 2 5 i 
P = - + P r - - Pr r 
where p^ - ^ r . _p-
^ may then be wr i t t en i n the f o r m ^ = f ( r ) g (^jzf& |?> ) . 
with f and g s a t i s fy ing the equations: 
- I 2 ' r 3 r ' 2 + p f 1 ~ °" dr r 
A^2 .g - \(k+4h (3.21) 
( ^ o t ( U here re fe r to pos i t ion Dal i tz -Fabr i co-ordinates). 
A ° 2 ^ ^ i s the d i f f e r e n t i a l operator analog of . 
Demanding that f be regular at the o r i g i n then we f i n d 
x ' 2 ' , I l 3 ) I * l 3 ) . P 2 . N > - , e x p d ^ 3 ' x ' 3 ) ) * J A + , ( p r ) 
\ r 
(3.22) 
And the J. i s a Bessel func t ion of the f i r s t k ind. 
.". V - g ^ J A + 2 ( p r ) (3.23) 
We can f i n d g by looking at the 'harmonic o s c i l l a t o r ' generalization 
of equation (3.19) i . e . 
( ~ ^ 2 + r 2 ) ^ = 2E<y/ 
As before we also wri te the solut ion as 
* 1 = f l g l 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
with f s a t i s fy ing the equation 
l l + 5 ^ _ _ ^ . ± 4 ) _ 2 +2E 
^ r 2 ' r ^ r 
(3.26) 
and g^ s a t i s fy ing the same equation as g. Therefore we can f i n d g 
by determining the r ad i a l part of the solut ion of the harmonic 
o s c i l l a t o r problem. 
Define vector creation operators A T and B by the re la t ions 
.(1) 
B + = ( r ( 2 ) 
with t he i r conjugate ann ih i l a t ion operators they obey: 
(3.27) 
fA. , A.1""] • . etc. 
L 1 J J ^ 
+ + 
A s i m p l i f i c a t i o n resul ts i f we pass to new variables a and b by 
the transformation 
,+ 1 /„+ 
(3.28) 
The operators J and K together with the Hamiltonian H, now take the form 
H = (a + .a + b + . b ) (3.29) 
J = iaxa + + ibxb + (3.30) 
K = bt b . t b* b . - (at d,+<C A.) (3.31) j k j k k j j k K j ' 
We need eigenstates of H which simultaneously transform i r reduc ib ly under 
L^. To t h i s end the fo l lowing operators which commute wi th J and K are 
constructed: 
tf* = a + .a (3.32a) a 
N * - b + . b (3.32b) b ~ ~ 
/ \ + = a + - b + (3.32c) 
/ \ _ = a.b. (3.32d) 
and are number operators measuring the number of exci tat ions of 
types a and b. Since aQd commute with H and the elements of 
we may require that our states be simultaneous eigenstates of N*l° and' N^ 5 
with eigenvalues and respect ively. As f o r theA+ i t may be shown 
that i f we have a representation of L label led by than applying 
/ \ + produces another one label led by N^j; 1 , N^+l. ^urther since A,+ commutes 
with th i s leaves us i n the same representation. The only exception 
i s the case f o r which //\_ annihilates a l l the vectors i n a representation. 
We w i l l therefore impose the condit ion that a l l our states be annihi lated 
by/\_, , because we want the jN^ to uniquely label a representation. 
Further lowers the energy of a "harmonic o s c i l l a t o r " state. Since 
i t also commutes with , the r ad i a l part of ^ must be that so lu t ion 
to equation (3.26) which has the lowest energy compatible with a given 
value of X . 
Therefore i t can be shown tha t : 
Using equations (3 .13) , (3.30) and (3 .3 l ) we f i n d that 
A 2 = + $ ( N ? + * £ + 4 > " 4A+A_ 0 .34) 
hs/\_ has zero eigenvalue f o r our states then £ has eigenvalues of the f 
orm 
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\(A+4) with 
\ = N + N . (3.35) * a b 
Also 
S = i y K. . = N - N (3.36) 
A - l i b a l 
Therefore S has eigenvalues N^-N^. Consequently the numbers and 
f o r a representation can be obtained completely i n terms of operators 
constructed out of elements of L 1 . 
Now, each I.R of Su(3) i s characterized by the two G a r t a n ^ ^ indices 
The states we have constructed are eigenstates of and S, and 
since both these *perators commute wi th a l l the elements of L ^ , the 
numbers N and N, must be related to A, and A„. N and N, are, i n f a c t , a b 1 2 a b 
i den t i c a l to the Cartan indices. Once one'nas a given representation 
i t i s necessary to have f u r t h e r indices i n order to specify the d i f f e r e n t 
vectors w i th in a representation. The s i tua t ion i s analogous to the ro t a t i on 
group where one uses the angular momentum j to specify the representation 
and the addi t ional index to specify a state w i t h i n the representation. 
For Su(3) we need three addi t ional indices. At t h i s stage we have to 
consider the ways i n which Su(3) contains Su(2) as a subalgebra. I t i s 
contained i n two algebraical ly d i s t i n c t ways, with elements, say X + , X q and 
and Y + , Y q . For the X set we f i n d that there i s a four th element, X ^ 
of Su(3) which commutes w i t h a l l the elements of t h e X - type of Su(2). However, 
f e r the Y set there i s no four th commuting element. Further , X q has in tegra l 
and h a l f - i n t e g r a l eigenvalues, while Y q has only in tegra l eigenvalues. The 
Y- type- i s t h a t used f o r the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of th ree-par t ic le states. In 
t h i s case one gets with r e l a t i v e ease only the two labels provided by the 
2 
eigenvalues of Y and Y q . For the three-body problem these operators represent 
the t o t a l angular momentum i n the CM system and i t s Z component. 
The t h i r d index i s much harder to obtain. The question i s , i n a 
representation characterized by \^ andA^, how many states have the same 
(16) 
J and J z ? Racah has tackled the problem and his resul t s are summarized 
i n Table 1. 
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Table 1. M u l t i p l i c i t y w i t h i n 5u(3) 
J. K1>\2 M u l t i p l i c i t y 
even both even, 
•ne or both odd. "2-J. 
odd both even 
one or both odd 
MJ-D 
T© produce a t h i r d index, say (a) , i t i s necessary to construct a cubic 
opera tor ,XI , which i s s u f f i c i e n t to break a l l degeneracies. However, 
from table 1 , we see that a t h i r d label i s only necessary fo r the states 
with J ^ 2 . Further , we see that the degeneracy i s basical ly determined 
by J. 
I f j i s the t o t a l angular momentum i n the CM system and m i s i t s 
Z component then a state may be represented by 
| N a N b j m> 
For j < ^ 2 , N A . N B J j j f n , w i l l be s u f f i c i e n t to label our states and these 
w i l l s a t i s f y : 
# J W m > - N a,b I V b * * } 
J 2 | N N b j m ) = j ( j + l ) | N a N b j m \ 
J z | N a N b j m ) = m | N ^ j m ) 
Also we have the ann ih i l a t ion condi t ion: 
A - l N a N b ^ > = 0 
Equations (3.37b,c) are equivalent to the conditions 
J
+ I W j > = ° 
J z | N a N b j j ) = j | W J > 
Where J + i s the ra i s ing operator as known i n the theory of angular 
momentum. Remaining states may be found by using the lowering operator 
J_, where 
J, =• J + i J . 
+ x y 
(3.37a) 
(3.37b) 
(3.37c) 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
The construction of e x p l i c i t solutions to equations (3.37) i s dealt 
with i n Appendix 2. We now set out to f i n d the e x p l i c i t angular wave-
funct ions . 
The harmonic • s c i l l a t o r states are of the general form 
K N b j m ) = P i o) (3,40) 
where P i s a polynomial i n a.+ and b + . From equations (3.25) and (3.33) 
the angular func t ions , g , may be w r i t t e n 
-A gT 
g = r e 
h 2 ( l { l ) r ( ? J | P ( / > b + ) | 0 ) (3.41) 
I f we specify each g funct ion with a label n , then i t may be shown that 
g = A r ~ A P ( r ( 2 ) + i r ( l ) , r ( 2 ) - i r ( l ) ) (3.42) 
'n n 
with A = a constant n 
g n = g func t ion f o r (^ N^jm). 
In the momentum representation then we have a s imilar expression f o r the 
corresponding g^. Therefore, replacing the variables by t h e i r momentum 
counterparts, 
9„ - A n p-AP(p< 2> * , f b ) - (3.43) 
Each g func t ion now needs to be converted inte Dal i tz -Fabr i variables. 
The de ta i l s of t h i s f o r the f i r s t few states are contained i n Appendix 3. 
F i n a l l y , we give the momentum counterpart of the equation (3.22). 
The exponential and radia l wave functions are replaced by momentum and 
energy delta funct ions . From equations (3.8)and ( 3 . 9 ) , the operators 
t r ea t momentum and posi t ion operators on equal foo t i ng . Therefore 
the angular f u n c t i o n , g , remain unchanged. One simply has to replace the 
positi-on Suiter angles and pos i t ion Dal i tz -Fabr i co-srdinates by t h e i r 
momentum counterparts. One then obtains , 
P 
' 3 ( N a N b j m S f f r f f c p ) (3.44) 
with C. . , l a constant. 
Here, the states N^N^jm^ are defined f o r a pa r t i cu la r channel, 
However, channels are related by cyc l ic permutations, brought about by 
the operator G, 
C |N aN bjm^> = exp ( i 2 | l N a N b j m ) ( 3 ' 4 5 ) 
That i s , there i s only a phase fac to r d i f ference between corresponding 
states i n the d i f f e r e n t channels. We also note that the operator 
which transposes par t i c les 1 and 2 has the e f f e c t 
P 3 | N a N b j m ) = | N b N a j m ) (3.46) 
More deta i l s are given i n Appendix 4. 
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C H A P T E R F O U R 
SOLVING THE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS. 
Section A Final In tegral Equation Using Su(3) States 
We are now i n a posi t ion to conduct a decomposition of the elements 
of equation (2.18) using the Su(3) states | p 2 N a N bJm^> 3 | p 2 N^) 
corresponding to the channel p> . The closure r e l a t i o n f o r these 
states i s (see appendix 5) 
I | P 2 N p ) ( p 2 N p | dpS = 1 (4.1) 
I t i s easi ly seen that ^ p 2 Np | p ^ i s invar iant f o r >^ = 1,2 or 3 so that 
equation (2.18) can be cast into the form 
t 
3 M 3 
3 b = i 
ab 
dp 2 " dp 2 '" J V ( ^ = 3 | P 2 " N 3 , \ < XMir%Kp2'"N3'"IH 
where ^ \ P 2 " N p | | P 2 ' " N « ) < 4 - 3 ) 
Because of the simple symmetry properties of these Su(3) s tates, we are 
able to reduce the problem to the solut ion of a single in tegra l equation 
except f o r l a te r terms i n the expansion i n N .^N^ when angular momentum 
then allows two or more contr ibutions to couple together. In otherwords> 
we can now go to in tegra l equations which do not involve the index 0^ 
Detai ls of the procedure are given i n Appendix 4. 
Section B Finding the T matrix using the Su(3) Basis. 
From equation (2.23) we see that we need to determine transformation 
expressions such as 
F
K = <^'« D « | P 2" N a " N b " j " m " ^ i n basis OC . 
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Because cf the i d e n t i t y of the par t i c les then 
V F 2 - V F -
Let us then do the ca lcu la t ion f o r F^. Introducing a complete set of 
states | _p ^ ^ f o r the three-par t ic le CM. system, we f i n d 
< % ^ l * ( 1 ) > ^ ( 1 , > r l A - > V 1 ) > r 
(4.4) 
F = 
From equations (2.12) , (2.13) and (3.1) we obtain 
^ < , W , l 2 > | - (4.6) 
x 
with c = 3 4 
Therefore 
F = d £ ( l V 2 ^ 3 \* ^ ^ ( P 2 "P" 2 ) \ ^ ( ^ N ^ ' ^ - p - V V ^ r ) 
J P 
! '• (4.7) 
Before we can put t h i s expression completely in to Dal i tz -Fabr i co-ordinates 
we need to specify the body-fixed set of axes that we are using f o r the 
momentum t r iangle as introduced i n Section 3B. 
Consider a body-fixed set of axes^ X , ^ ' Z ^ such that the posi t ive 
axis i s along the vector g^ and the momentum t r i ang l e i s i n the x plane. 
I n i t i a l l y } the x,y,z axes coincide with the space-fixed set x.jyj*. The 
or ien ta t ion of the f i n a l momentum t r i ang le , that i s f o r which l i e s 
along the Z a x i s , may be specif ied by the Euler angles: 
F i r s t , a ro t a t ion of angle % about a \ ^ 2 ' i f 
Second, a ro t a t ion of angle j i about y, (?> 
T h i r d , a ro t a t i on of anqleflfabout z 0C'^2"fT 
(see Fig (4 .1 ) ) . 
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Figure (4.1) 
One of the delta-functions in equation (4.7) may now be written 
M q ^ - q p = |r cUcosp' - c o s f ) o V - q2'") (4.8) 
3 (17) We use an S-wave non-local separable potential of the Yamaguchi type 
with strength parameter % , 
) =3UtOO HiK ) (4.9) 
with ^ ( k , ) = 1 (4.10) 
The deuteron wave function for this potential i s then 
0 D (k) = A_ (4.11) 
(•#**) (f, 2+k 2) 
where A 2 = + ftQ3 and B = + °(* 2 
I T 2 2 / 
Here 2yi\ is the mass of the nucleon and B the deuteron binding energy. 
From equation (4.5) we see that 
p"2 = 2 k j 2 + | ^ 2 (4.12) 
3 i * / , , * ^ 
2 
K3 
2k'J + I • 5§ • (1+ P cos jZf ) 
p^2 (1 - f cos 0") (4.13) 
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This enables us to put equation (4.7) e n t i r e l y in to Dal i tz -Fabr i co-ordinates 
with the volume element 
d p ( l ) d p ( 2 ) d p ( 3 ) d p / 3 ) p 5 dp dR pdp d f6 (4.14) 
where dR = -d°(d (cos^>) dtf 
The f i n a l evaluation of F f o r each g func t ion i s shown i n Appendix 6. 
The next task i s to f i n d the inhomogeneous term (the two pa r t i c l e 
T operator, t^ , between 'Dragt 1 s tates) . I t i s easi ly v e r i f i e d that the 
two pa r t i c l e T-matrix at energy E i n the three-par t ic le CM space defined 
by vectors c^.ko.is related to the two-par t ic le T-matrix i n the two-par t ic le 
CM space defined by k. according to 
(%l Jsi 1 ( E ) j q ^ > = S(%r <&) M < 4 - 1 5 ) 
where e = E — ^» f = K (M^+ M,) 
M 
M= Ma + + Mj 
and 5.°L i s the energy of the pa r t i c l e <X i n the three pa r t i c l e GM system. 
For the separable potent ia l of type (4.9) then one obtains (14) 
( k ; | t K ( e j | = ^ ( k ' U > J (4.16) 
where X 
i - X 4 T T k 2 \ J ? ( k j d k . 
(4.17) 
(e 
and J\L = Mp M y 
pa r t i c l e subsystem. 
i . e . reduced mass of pa r t i c l e s ^"ftf i n the two 
We may now wr i te 
/ 2 '€ > I t L>(^i I t . | o ; i : \ ( ^ i | p 2 , N ; y 
/ 
(4.18) 
and from (4.14) and (4.5) 
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dq^dk* = £ \ p 5 dp dR p dp 
Using (3.44) t h i s produces 
n in n 
/ Q I I , • O " I \ c 
64 <c12 
P5dj3- d ^ d (cos ft, ) d £ £ 5 d £ d ( c o s j f ) d ^ 
? d f dj( p' d|" <#' ( ^ - £ 2 ) g^ g j * _2_i ( q 2 - q^ 2 ) i ( < * - £ ) <^(cosftt - c o s ^ ) 
^ ( t ) W ^ ) J ( f i 2 - P-*) - i - (4.19) 
The ca lcu la t ion i s f a c i l i t a t e d by changing from the c i r cu la r variables 
i^M) to the Cartesian variables (x ,y) as defined i n Figure (4.2) f o r 
the Dal i tz -Fabr i t r i ang l e . Then, in tegrat ing over and cos^, equation 
(4.19) becomes 
Figure (4 .2) 
p 2 K 1 | P 2 \ ) = - i . 
64 c 1 2 J 
p 5 d £ d £ i3 5 'd0»dS K ' d t e o s ^ ' ) d £ ' 
d S t f d S ' d ? ' . 1 ^ ( p ' V ) 9X l ^ ^ 2 ) ^ ) ^ ) ^ ^ ) 
p " 2 
2 _,„2s 1 (4.20) 
This equation i s invar ian t with respect to cyc l ic permutations of pa r t i c l e s 
1 J 2 J 3 and so we may take (X = 3. 
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2 2 
We have, t h e r e f o r e , q 3 = ip ( l + y) 
and k 2 = i p 2 ( l - y) 
Caution i s needed when i n t e g r a t i n g over the x and y v a r i a b l e s i n equation 
C / 2 '2 
(4.20). The f u n c t i o n <5 (q . - 3 ) becomes 
i ( V (I+Y) - Y d + y ' ) ) 
which imposes r e s t r i c t i o n s on the l i m i t s of the y & y i n t e g r a t i o n s . 
Two cases need c o n s i d e r a t i o n , (a) p"^> p"( , (b) p"'<^pMi. 
(a) 
• • The l i m i t s of the y 1 i n t e g r a t i o n are +1 and -1. Then the l i m i t s 
of the y i n t e g r a t i o n are 
(4.21) 
p" 
See f i g u r e 4.3 
(b) 
The l i m i t s of the y i n t e g r a t i o n are +1 and -1. Then the l i m i t s 
of the y' i n t e g r a t i o n are 
p,M 
Figure (4.3) 
Range of y i n t e g r a t i o n . 
(Likewise f o r (b) but w i t h 
pn2 p„,2 in-terchanged). 
(a) 
The l i m i t s of the x v a r i b l e s are given by 
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Therefore, we may e a s i l y c a r r y out the i n t e g r a t i o n s over p, p 1 , x, x 1 , and 
the i n t e g r a t i o n over y 1 removes the d f u n c t i o n (4.21). Equation (4.20) 
becomes 
I I I I I Q 
(p 2N» |t 3|p 2N 2"> 
64 e 1 2 
n4 H I 4 
2 2 dX 3 d« 3» d(cosp 3') d ? 3' dy. 
^ 2 ^ 2 . ^ J„2 i l 2 ill* ^ V ^ C ^ C t y 
2 2 ? 
a 2 1 1 A " w i t h y' now = — r ~ (p + p y - p ) 
% = E _ ( i + y ) , kj - d-y) , k 3 2 = p _ _ ( i - y ' ) 
3 4 4 
To go f u r t h e r , we need to introduce e x p l i c i t expressions f o r the g ^ V ^ 
and l€y 
One f i n d s 
where 
and 
H 3 = 
A 
y r 
^ + w - 1 . .2 " 2 
~ e x h i b i t s a pole i n the y range, the p o s i t i o n of which depends 
upon P . The pole may be p h y s i c a l l y i n t e r p r e t e d as the deuteron 
bound state as one can see from Figure (4.4). 
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Figure (4.4) Graph of Real p a r t of f o r varying €.^. 
(Using Co = E-2_ ( l + y ) w i t h M = mass of nucleon, then the 
J 4M n 
range of the y i n t e g r a t i o n i s given by the h o r i z o n t a l double headed 
arrow f o r p" = p"' . - B i s the p o s i t i o n of the deuteron p o l e ) . 
The i n t e g r a t i o n over the pole was c a r r i e d out using the Ganchy 
r e l a t i o n . 
f|-po (z-z o+iC|) 
which gives 
V* fCz) 
= P _ L _ + i T & ( z - z J , 
( z - z o ) 
z 3 constant, o 
dz ilzl dZ -( z - z j 4 iH^Cz-z ) f ( z ) dz. (z-zQ±iq) 
Where P i n d i c a t e s a p r i n c i p a l value i n t e g r a t i o n . The i n t e g r a t i o n over 
$ could then be c a r r i e d out numerically. The above r e l a t i o n was also 
used t o " e x t r a c t " the Green's f u n c t i o n pole i n the kernel of the i n t e g r a l 
equation. Using a m a t r i x i n v e r s i o n sub-program^then the "Dragt T m a t r i x " 
( i . e . between |p 2N^ st a t e s ) could be found and f i n a l l y ^ Further 
d e t a i l s of the numerical c a l c u l a t i o n are given i n appendix 7. 
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C H A P T E R F I V E 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Our r e s u l t s f a l l i n t o two p a r t s . That i s , c a l c u l a t i o n s f o r 
(a) The q u a r t e t s c a t t e r i n g l e n g t h , a^ 
and (b) The q u a r t e t c o n t r i b u t i o n s t o e l a s t i c neutron-deuteron 
d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-sections, 
(a) The q u a r t e t s c a t t e r i n g length 
Of the lowest \ terms> those containing zero angular momentum 
c o n t r i b u t i o n s are X= 0,A = 2 and A • 4. Therefore 5 a^ was i n i t i a l l y 
c a l c u l a t e d using only A= 0, then i n c l u d i n g A = 2. The r e s u l t s are 
summarized i n t a b l e 2, where they are also compared with those o f 
P h i l l i p s ^ , Aaron, Amado and Yanr ' and Zakharyev, Pustovalov and 
(22) 
Efros . The l a t t e r reference adopts a method s i m i l a r t o our own 
developed by Simonov , but uses a square-well p o t e n t i a l . We are 
able to compare w i t h the r e s u l t s of Amado et a l . f o r which the renorm-
a l i z a t i o n c onstant, Z, i s zero as t h i s i s the separable p o t e n t i a l l i m i t 
of the model of reference 21. P h i l l i p s also introduces a three-body 
f o r c e , V^, but we are able t o compare w i t h h i s r e s u l t f o r V^O. We see 
t h a t our r e s u l t f o r a^ i s q u i t e good and i n keeping w i t h the o t h e r 
t h e o r e t i c a l r e s u l t s . 
Table 2 
Quartet S c a t t e r i n g 
l e n g t h , a^. (Fermis). 
Experimental 6.38 + 0.06 
2.6 + 0.2 
P h i l l i p s (V =0) 6.28 
Aaron, Amado & Yam (z=0) 6.&3* 
Z>, R and Efr o s . 6.71 
This work (\ =0) 5.05 
This work ( X = 0 ) + (\=2) 6.59 
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(b) The qu a r t e t d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-sections 
The qu a r t e t c o n t r i b u t i o n t o e l a s t i c n-D s c a t t e r i n g has been found 
at two values of the l a b o r a t o r y energy (E^)« As Aaron, Amado and Yam 
are the only ones t o present the quart e t c o n t r i b u t i o n t o the d i f f e r e n t i a l 
cross-section e x p l i c i t l y , we n a t u r a l l y make the comparison w i t h t h e i r 
work. Therefore, the two values of E^ chosen are 2.45 MeV: and 14.1 MeV, 
which are the maximum and minimum values studied by Aaron, Amado and Yam. 
The d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-section i s r e l a t e d to the T mat r i x by 
/** Kb I * <^ > 
where^A n r j i s the reduced mass of the neutron-deuteron system. The 
e f f e c t s of adding c o n t r i b u t i o n s corresponding t o successive values 
of }\ are shown i n f i g s . (5.1a) and (5.2a). The q u a r t e t p a r t of d£ , 
dC dJZ-say ( " [ j l ^ q ' i n c l u d i n g terms less t h a n ^ = 3, are compared w i t h the 
quartet c o n t r i b u t i o n s given i n reference 21. 
I n order t o see more c l e a r l y the nature of the convergence we are 
g e t t i n g , we haveplotted also ( ^ ) q against the maximum )\ term taken 
i n t o account, a t each of the s c a t t e r i n g angles © = 0, II . These r e s u l t s 
are given i n f i g s . (5.1b) and (5.2b) where the p o i n t s have been j o i n e d 
i n order t o i n d i c a t e trends. 
E v i d e n t l y there seems t o be some convergence, but not as much as 
we had hoped f o r or were l e d to believe might occur from the s c a t t e r i n g 
length r e s u l t . But we should remember t h a t because of the awkward Gt) 
m u l t i p l i c i t y we have not included the J = 2 states? (2A.14) and (2A.15) 
of Appendix 2, i n the \= 2 c o n t r i b u t i o n considered. However, because 
of the disappearance of the J = 2 c o n t r i b u t i o n a t s c a t t e r i n g angles 
given by Cos 0 = + j then at these angles the \ = 2 c o n t r i b u t i o n vv 
have found must be the t o t a l A = 2 term. We have t h e r e f o r e p l o t t e d 
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(^?) aqainst the maximum \ term taken i n t o account f o r these two 
angles. The graphs are presented i n f i g s . (5.1c) and (5.2c). 
By p r o j e c t i n g out the J=0 and J---1 parts of the p o t e n t i a l term, 
we are able t o compare more d i r e c t l y w i t h the r e s u l t s of Amado e t a l . 
by l o o k i n g at the T-matrix c o n t r i b u t i o n s they give. The r e s u l t s are 
compared i n t a b l e 3. 
TA6LE3 . T - t Pj(Cos&y 
J = 0 J = 1 
10 7xReal ( t ) 10 7xlmag ( t ) 10 7xReal ( t ) 10 7xlmag ( t ) 
(MeV) 
This work -1.16 -2.41 1.90 -5.51 
14.1 
Amado e t a l . -1,04 -2.39 -3.66 -2.12 
This work 3.20 -5.92 3.95 24.2 
2.45 
Amado e t a l . 2.88 -6.12 -7.82 -3.26 
We see t h a t the comparison w i t h the r e s u l t s of reference 21 i s f a i r l y 
good f o r J=0, as expected, but s u r p r i s i n g l y poor f o r J = 1. Indeed there 
seems t o be no sign of convergence a t a l l f o r J = 1. 
2 5 0 -
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C H A P T E R S I X 
CONCLUSION 
Our prime concern i n t h i s work has been t o a s c e r t a i n how us e f u l 
Su(3) t h r e e - p a r t i c l e states r e a l l y are i n a p r a c t i c a l c a l c u l a t i o n , 
t h a t of the quart e t c o n t r i b u t i o n to neutron-deuteron s c a t t e r i n g . I t 
was hoped t h a t c o n t r i b u t i o n s from successive A terms would decrease 
r a p i d l y enough t o make t h i s method of s o l u t i o n p r e f e r a b l e , or a t l e a s t 
a reasonable a l t e r n a t i v e t o other methods f o r systems of short-range 
i n t e r a c t i o n , e s p e c i a l l y sinceusing the Su(3) formalism means t h a t l o c a l 
p o t e n t i a l s can be used instead of the usual non-local separable 
p o t e n t i a l s . I f the c a l c u l a t i o n had been successful we would then have 
had a u s e f u l method f o r studying t h i s important problem of n-D s c a t t e r i n g . 
I n f a c t , although a good value f o r the s c a t t e r i n g length has been 
obtained, the r e s u l t s f o r the qu a r t e t c o n t r i b u t i o n to the d i f f e r e n t i a l 
c r o s s - s e c t i o n , ( ^ ) q * a r e d i s a p p o i n t i n g . At the higher energy there 
seemed to be some hope of there being reasonably good convergence i n A , 
although already a f a i r number, nine t o be exact, of d i f f e r e n t Dragt 
states have been brought i n t o play. When we look more c l o s e l y a t the 
T-matrices and compare these w i t h the r e s u l t s of Amado et a l , as i n 
t a b l e 3 of chaper 5, we f i n d t h a t there i s good cor rrespondence f o r 
J = 0, but f o r J = 1 the comparison i s very poor indeed. The apparent 
convergence i n (~j^)q i s now seen t o be due t o chance c a n c e l l a t i o n s . 
Perhaps t h i s i s not r e a l l y so s u r p r i s i n g since an examination of the 
next higher Dragt s t a t e s , given by A = 3, shows t h a t of the t e n s t a t e s * 
(not counting the awkward it) m u l t i p l i c i t y of some of these s t a t e s ) there 
are four w i t h J= 1. Furthermore, no attempt was made t o include i n the 
A= 2 c o n t r i b u t i o n the J = 2 terms of it) m u l t i p l i c i t y 2. This was p a r t l y 
due t o an u n c e r t a i n t y as t o how t o deal w i t h these terms, a t l e a s t w i t h i n 
the formalism as given by Dragt, and p a r t l y because there seems t o be no 
p o i n t i n doing so, since there i s no r e a l convergence i n s i g h t f o r the 
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J = 1 c o n t r i b u t i o n s . I t was o r i g i n a l l y hoped t h a t because Su(3) 
states f o r small X describe " c l o s e - i n " p a r t i c l e s then t h i s might 
imply good convergence i n A • This also seemed t o be i m p l i c i t i n 
previous c a l c u l a t i o n s . From the r e s u l t s we have obtained, though, 
i t would app-ar t h a t t h i s hope is without any foundation. 
A f u r t h e r c o n t r i b u t i n g f a c t o r t o the poorness of the r e s u l t s 
i s probably the "looseness" of the deuteron i t s e l f . I t might have 
been i n t e r e s t i n g , a l t h o u g h purely academic, to have repeated the 
c a l c u l a t i o n with a much greater deuteron binding energy. However, 
as there i s nothing s i m i l a r t o the Aaron, Amado and Yam r e s u l t s t o 
compare w i t h , the c a l c u l a t i On WOUlu <34.30 have to be done by one of 
the usual methods. 
We note t h a t although there i s a s i m p l i c i t y i n using the Su(3) 
stat e s (because of the symmetry p r o p e r t i e s , equations (3.45) and (3.46)) 
i t however gets q u i t e i n v o lved because conservation of angular momentum 
allows coupling of two or more simultaneous i n t e g r a l equations. That 
i s , s t ates w i t h d i f f e r e n t values of N and N, are l i n k e d i f they have 
a b 
the same values of J. I n a d d i t i o n the CO m u l t i p l i c i t y causes t r o u b l e . 
(27) 
According t o Lee , Cfi) i s i n general i r r a t i o n a l and i t i s d i f f i c u l t 
to express the eigenfunctions i n closed form. However, he does c o n s t r u c t 
states which, although they are not eigenstates of the operator £1 , 
are nevertheless a complete set f o r a t h r e e - p a r t i c l e system. 
To summarize, lo o k i n g a t s p e c i f i c angular momentum c o n t r i b u t i o n s 
we have found t h a t those w i t h J = 0 f o r both the s c a t t e r i n g length 
and the d i f f e r e n t i a l cross-section a t both energies are w e l l represented, 
but the J = 1 c o n t r i b u t i o n to (~jjj)q f o r ^ 3 must s t i l l make an appreciabl 
d i f f e r e n c e . T his f e a t u r e of J - 0 c a l c u l a t i o n s seems t o be born out 
by Lee's c a l c u l a t i o n of the t r t t o n binding energy and Dragt's discussion 
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of the decay process K -?> j + I f + T i n reference 12. Thus i t 
would seem t h a t the Dragt states are r e a l l y only u s e f u l when we 
are simply a f t e r the J=0 p a r t of a three-body system i n nuclear 
physics. 
1972 
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A P P E N D I X O N E 
SPIN AND ISOSPIN U FUNCTIONS. 
In t h i s appendix we look a t the spin f u n c t i o n s , although i s o s p i n 
may be t r e a t e d i n a s i m i l a r manner. Each of the nucleons has sp i n j[, 
so t h a t we expect one q u a r t e t group of spin states (S --) and two 
d i s t i n c t doublet groups of spin s t a t e s (S^-g-). I f we denote products 
of s p i n - f u n c t i o n s as e.g. (+ - +) etc. where + i n d i c a t e s +^ and 
- i n d i c a t e s - 5 - , then the qu a r t e t states may be expressed a s ^ ~ ^ 
(+ + +) 
1 f ( + + - ) + ( I - - + ) f ( - + + ) ) 
1 ( ( _ _ + ) ¥ (_ + _) + ( + . _ )) 
( ) 
3 
One then f i n d s t h a t the U f u n c t i o n s are 1 f o r S - - . 
The doublet states may be denoted as 
I {(+ +_)+(+_ + ) _ 2 (_ + .+)} 
1 { ( - - + ) + (_ + - ) . 2 (+ „ ) 1 
£ {(+ • - ) - < • - +>} 
^(<--+>-<- + ->} 
where the states have been chosen so t h a t the f i r s t p a i r i s symmetric 
wi t h respect to interchange of p a r t i c l e s 2 and 3 and the second p a i r 
are anti-symmetric w i t h respect t o interchange of p a r t i c l e s 2 and 3 . 
I t may be shown t h a t the U~ (ip, »Ia«) f u n c t i o n s f o r S - s a r e , 
u 3 1 = ( u 1 3 ) + = u 1 2 = ( u 1 2 ) + = u 2 3 = ( u 3 2 ) + = 
45 
/ i ^ -2 2 
S3 i 
where one goes from one channel to another by a cyclic permutation. 
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A P P E N D_I_X T_W_0 
EXPLICIT SU(3) EIGENSTATES 
In t h i s appendix we give the forms of the eigenstates used. I t 
is only necessary to have the states with j = as the remaining states 
can then be obtained by successive applications of J_. Equations (3.37) 
may then be replaced by the conditions} 
J+ l w ) = °- ( 2 A , 1 ) 
J z I W > 3 j | W J ) ( 2 A- 2 ) 
I t i s helpful to define creation and destruction operators i n a 
spherical basis> according to 
a - 1 = W ( a + * " l a v ' < 2 A " 4 > 
+ + , -K + a = a : a = la ) 0 z m m 
Likewise fo r b. the commutation rules are, 
fa , a + 1 =S (2A.5) 
1 m n J umn 
The states of concern to us are: 
(1) \ = 0 
Then N = N. = 0. This i s the vacuum state, a b 
| 0000) = | 0^ (2A.6) 
That i s j the state has zero angular momentum. 
(2) \ = 1 
Here we have the two p o s s i b i l i t i e s ) 
j l O l l ) = a* | 0 ) (2A.7) 
|011l)= b* | 0 ) (2A.8) 
Both states have angular momentum = 1. 
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(3) A= 2 
The p o s s i b i l i t i e s are, f o r N =N =1. 
a b 
|llOo) = a + s b + |o) (2A.9) 
I l l l l ) = (a +xb + ) 1 | o ) (2A.10) 
11122> = a+ b* I 0) (2A.11) 
That is» we have angular momenta 0,1,2. 
However we must also conform to the rule that annihilates 
the states, and t h i s i s not the case for state (2A.9). This means, 
i n f a c t , that states jllOo) and joooo) d i f f e r only i n the radial 
part. 
For ^ = 2 we may also have states, 
I 2000) = a +.a +| 0 ) (2A.12) 
10200) = b +.b +| 0) (2A.13) 
12022) - a* a*|o) (2A.14) 
|0222> = b* b*|0) (2A.15) 
which have angular momenta 0 and 2. States (2A.14) and (2A. 15), 
having m u l t i p l i c i t y two, have not been included i n the present 
calculation. 
We note that the maximum value of j occuring i n any given 
representation i s r e s t r i c t e d by the inequality 
with \ = N + 1^. 
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A P P E N D I X T H R E E 
g FUNCTIONS AN DALITZ-FABRI CO-ORDINATES. 
Using equ. (3.43) we are able to determine the e x p l i c i t forms 
of the g functions. 
g^. This corresponds to state (2A.6) 
We f i n d g = A = 1 
3» 
g 9. This corresponds to state (2A.7) 
We f i n d g 0 = A 0 1 ( p ^ + i j o ^ ) 
M 9 O 
= A 2 1 NM, ' ( o ( 2 ) + i p ( l ) ) 
p 
where N^ , denotes a spherical space-fixed t r i a d defined by: 
N. - - - (N + iN ) : N = N : N = 1 (N - iN ) 1 x y -1 J j l x y' 
and N M .NM, = ( ~ l ) M c ^ ^ , 
We also define a spherical body-fixed t r i a d by:-
E = - 1 (E + IE ) j E = E ; E = ^ (E - iE ) 1 x y' ' o z ' -1 j ^ i x y 
with E , E , E a l l unit vectors, x' y z 
Let I be the unit dyad given by 
M 
I « ^ (-1)™ E„ E 
Then one finds 
rotation 
M 
I f we go from a space-fixed t r i a d to a body-fixed t r i a d by a 
(29) 
E. = R N. ( i = 1,2,3) 
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then we fi n d g?_ - A 2 J £ D r ,M W> EM * ^  + 
M 
where M («,pJ) = ( - l ) M N M , . E M* -M 
Using a body~fixed set of axes such as i s described i n Chapter 4, 
we f i n d 
1 ' i p ( 1 ) f l - ?? ] 
1 r 
2 
p 1 - ^ c o s 2 ^ . 
D1* tyX) -D1* + 
M'-l MM 
p U ) . i p U > 
( l - p 2 c o s 2 ^ J 
with (A V: 
8 1 ' 
g 3- This corresponds to s t a t e (2A„8). By using a similar method 
to ihat which was used for finding g^, one obtains 
g 3 = A 3 l 
p 
f 0 ") 
l - r 
1-p cos 0 
p(2) + . p ( l ) p _ _ s i n J ^ 
[1 - fees2*) 2 J 
And A 3 = A 9 
g4» This corresponds to state (2A„9) and i s omitted 
g^. This corresponds to state (2A.10). We have 
p 
p- M'.M 
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leading to 
(1) A2) 
1 - p2cos2(Zf V. Mil M' -1 
a* 
g^. This corresponds to state (2A.12) 
9 6 = A 6 1 ( p ( 2 ) + ip ( l»)- C P ( 2 ) + i p ( l ) ) 
P 
giving i 
^6 = V 
2 1 and AT = — - 0 
g^. Corresponds to state (2A.13) 
We obtain g y = ^ > 6, 
and A, = A_ o / 
g g. Corresponds to state (2A.ll) 
Although t h i s state has J = 2, the ui) m u l t i p l i c i t y is 1. 
f 
g8 ~ A8 2 'i P 
i P ( i ) i -e-
1 -(£cos2|ZfJ 
(2) _ . p ( l ) f ( L.siQ^ 
1 s 
CD f i - e 2 
i l - ( ? c o s ^ 
D1* («,p,y) - DjJTW) 
. M* ,1 
1 -£2cos2>zf J 
a*/ 
D1* (cxfS) 
M' } 0 
giving 
P 2 
2 3 
2 P 
,(2) + i P C i ) 
(2> 2 + D t l ) 
p sin itf 2 
p2cos2jZf 
r 3 j . L S i n ^ 
[ l - (> 2 c o s 2 ^ 
- 1 D ftp.*) 
M',0 
with A 
8 
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A P P E N D I X F O U R 
THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 
The permutation group on three objects, has six elements 
which may be taken to be the transpositions} P^ > P^ » P3» which 
2 
interchange p a r t i c l e pairs> the cyclic permutations C and G and the 
i d e n t i t y operation I . These elements may be represented by the group 
of 6 x 6 orthogonal matrices acting on the vector space spanned by the 
oix-component vector p_. As G and P2 generate a l l of S^j we need only 
look at these. P^  has the matrix representation 
And G may be expressed as 
C = exp (f T S) = I cos 2 1 + S sin 2 1 
3 3 
with S * f 1 J > ) 
The unitary analogue fo r Ggives equ. (3.45) i.e. 
C|.NaNbjm) = ex P ( i 2 J ( N ^ ) j | W m ) 
Therefore a state which i s symmetric with respect to interchange of 
the two non- ^  particles may be constructed. 
|fKs)> = |NaNbjm> + Pp I W m ) 
- |N aN bjm) + ]N bN ajm) 
We now set about casting the integral equations into a convenient 
form for solution. 
From equ. (2.23) we f i n d , symbolically 4 
3 i 
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Also, 
r M I - i \ <-KI»> + ( m i V o h > r q * C 4 A - 2 ) 
k q 
with JljMjn a cyclic permutation of 192,3. (For convenience the primes 
are being omitted). 
A t h i r d equ. i s r ' M - I \k. l„(t\\. I « > + I J , q . < a | v G o K > r q V 3 ) 
Using the property that p a l j pJIM, p Mil and <^|"tMGo I "/ a r e 
invariant with respect to cycl i c permutations of J(.»M,n, equation 
(4A.l) then becomes 
z + < A i ^ 0 i M > r + < e i t n G o i n ) r ( 4 A- 4 ) 
i.e. using p n 8 = p*". 
Also (4A.2) becomes 
i . e . u s l n g ( M | t n G o | n ) ^ ^ | M ) , 
f r t f l * , <M | i i G j i ) . <i|t n6. J „) . 
And (4A.3) i s 
P 8 M-<*l*J"> + < M v J «>Pa+<*|*Al ">P i«*-<> 
M « nMM nMfl. i.e. using N = « ; P 3 /1 • 
To proceed further we need to lcbok more closely at the sum over N^ . 
The summation w i l l include such terms as (N N jm) and (N, N jm) , for 
a D Da 
specific values. 
If a state i n the equs. above corresponds to the combination 
(NaN,jm) , then a state may be defined corresponding to (N N im) 
b a ' 
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Each of equations ( 4A.4 ) , (4Ao5), (4A«6) above w i l l become four 
equations because of the p o s s i b i l i t i e s : 
(N N, ) (NN. ) 
a b a b 
(N.N ....) b a 
(N N ) 
a b 
(N N ) 
b a 
(N N ....) 
b a 
(N, N ) 
b a 
(N Nu ) 
a b 
(4A.7) 
We are looking f o r a combination of the p's which w i l l give us the 
same combination of p's within the homogeneous term of an integral 
equation, 
Examine the combination 
for each of the p o s s i b i l i t i e s (4A.7) above: 
(1) (NaNb....) (N N ). 
a b 
From equations ( 4A.4 ) , (4A.5) and ( 4A .6 ) , the homogeneous term 
i s 
"* [4l Vol M ) + <M*„Go I ")) P*+fC*l*nGo I ">* <*l Vol M>)P 
+(<A|Vo! MH< !l tn Gol n>]r 
Introduce now the transformation factor U by defining 
< * l t i f i > l M > - u;M <Mh% l M> 
The homogeneous term therefore becomes 
-* [ U W + U ; n ] < M I V o | M > P M + ( U i n - * U*M j < " I ] 
Where we have used the condition ^M|t^GojM\= ^j^G^^ | 
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(2) CN N ....) (N.N ....) a b b a 
Adopting a similar procedureas i n ( l ) > the homogeneous term i s 
(3) CN. N — ) —>- (N N ) 
b a b a 
Tl I I 
Gives an inhomogeneous term 
i i 
< ) I ( M i * M %i M>i I <t i»>) t + K * - * < J ^ i t M G 0 i M > i ' 
(4) (N N ) (N N. ) 
b a a b ' 
Produces 
I I i i 
n I I 
+ ^ C ] H ^ o h X W*f> (4A.11) 
Using the conditions, Re(UM^) - Re (U ) 
and <M |tMGo|M) - ^ ( t ^ | M> : then the 
contributions ( l ) , ( 2 ) , (3); (4) to the t o t a l homogeneous term give 
•*» ( i ) <i«it MG. r>(p |< - * r ) 
with ( i i l f l e ) ^ ^|1"^> and simnarly for the and f* 
-2Re (U a w) 
cases. 
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We have, therefore, the expression 
on both sides of the equation that we have constructed. 
The inhomogeneous term is made up by adding the four contributions 
as has been done for the homogeneous term. This gives a t o t a l 
inhomogeneous term of 
C 
M L M> Re (U f l l l U... + U U -g" U U.. U....U ) ' M l / 4 |M |M fln j n d nn Mn MN m 
it i i i i i t i l i i i n I I »i i i in I 
x iM KM i n ?n a Qn «n " ^n^ R * Mn i n ' 
And taking 
"... - U.. = U = U* = U* = U* , then MA Mn n l i n Mn MJL 
the inhomogeneous term becomes 
/ \ I I .£.(11 I I .£.111 I I l l> I I I I I 
<M I t . , |M) Re (U,„ U... + U U + U.,, U,„ + U„ (J ) \ I M I / v (M 1M m «n AM iM *n 
< \ I I £.111 £.11 W M|tM|M> Re ( U i M > + UfiM U s M) (4A.14) 
Denoting the expression (4A.13) by , we have a f i n a l i t e r a t i v e 
equation represented by 
J = E N (M | t M j M> + DN ( M | t M G o | M) J (4A.15) 
with 
I I . £ 1 1 ' M " I 
E N 3 2 R e ^ M > + 
and DN « - Re (U^) 
We note that for terms with N^N^, th i s equation w i l l give four times 
the necessary contribution. Also gives onethird of the contribution 
from the j " 1 functions. The transformation functions have the e x p l i c i t 
expression 
v - e*p [* F ^ Nb - v] 
Equation (4A.15) may be expressed diagrammatically as i n Fig. (4A). 
J t t M 
Figure (4A). Diagrammatical representation of equation (4A.15) 
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A P P E N D I X F I V E 
NORMALIZATION OF THE STATES 
Here we summarize the normalization conditions. 
1. 
(?1 P2 P3 | P l ^ ) = £(h1?i) ^ P2?2} ^ 3 ~P3] 
1 
2. (p2 j V I p 2 NaNb j m ) =. V V ) ^ - ^ fj . j ^ 
N ' a a b b J J 
This may be wr i t t e n more neatly as 
< P 2' N'| P 2N) = < k P ' 2 - P 2 ) ^ N . N 
which leads to the closure r e l a t i o n ( 4 . l ) 
The constant of equation (3.44) i s found to be 4. 
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A P P E N D I X S I X 
EVALUATION OF F FOR EACH g FUNCTION 
The F functions for each g are given i n t h i s Appendix. The 
sta r t i n g point i s equation (4.7). The integrations involved are made 
more tractable by changing from variables (^» $) to (x»y) as indicated 
i n Fig. (4.2). 
We then f i n d for the various g functions: 
3 n 
F = F ( l ) 
J2- F = F(2) = 
1 P -M"0 
Considering the F function corresponding to p"1 and using 
g 3. 
V 
g 5 ' 
p (cos e) - J DJ* (^,0 ) (tf„,e_) 
J M,0 1 1 M'° 2 2 M 
where Pj(cos 8) i s a Legendre polynomial and 0 = 0 - 0^, 
then a cos 0 factor emerges9 where 0 i s the CM. scattering 
angle. 
This produces the same F function as g^* 
Omitted 
One finds for t h i s case that F = 0. 
A, '6 F = F(6) = r& 
r o 2 3 q 3 
.2 - 1 F( l ) 
This produces the same F function as g^. 
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g 8. 
F = F(8) - f 2 
2 
3^ F ( l ) D2* {0C,f,o ). 
M" ,0 
We f i n d that a P 0 (cos 8) factor emerges} when also 
considering the F function f o r p1" . 
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A P P E N D I X S E V E N 
NUMERICAL CALCULATION 
In t h i s appendix we give the computational techniques used 
i n evaluating the T-matrices. Symbolically the "Dragt i n t e g r a l 
equation" may be represented by 
T(p» 2 p*'?) £ t (p» 2 p'"P-) + K (p»2 p 2 ) T ( p 2 p'-2) 
The i n t e g r a l equations were solved using a Simpson's Rule procedure. 
That i s , they were approximated by matrix equations and matrix inversions 
c a r r i e d out with the use of the IBM Subroutine MINV. In order that 
points could be e f f e c t i v e l y taken to i n f i n i t y , a change of variab l e 
2 
was made from p to R such that 
p 2 = W R 
(1=R) 
and R varies between 0 and 1. W i s a constant determining the varying 
2 
concentration of points throughout the range p = 0 to 0 0 . The 
2 
optimum value of ¥ was found to be 2 q^. The R range was divided into 
Jj.0 equal i n t e r v a l s , which was found to represent with reasonable accuracy 
the meshes involved. 
In order to be able to determine the matrix elements for the 
inhomogeneous and kernel parts then integrations over y variables have 
to be completed. For t h i s a 12-point Gaussian quadrature integration 
subprogram was used which had a b u i l t - i n convergence c r i t e r i o n . Doubling 
the number of Gaussian points made no difference to the matrix elements 
obtained to within O.h per cent for thereal part and 0.2 per cent f o r 
the imaginary part. 
The technique therefore mainly involved kl by I|2 point meshes, 
each point of which i s a complex number. This becomes then a 82 by 82 
point r e a l mesh. 
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Because the states (2A.6), (2A.12) and (2A.13) are coupled this 
involves the solution of three simultaneous integral equations. However, 
because of the symmetry properties, i t i s possible to effectively reduce 
this to the solution of two simultaneous integral equations. The 
solution then involves the inversion of a I6I4. by I6I4. point matrix. 
One finds from Chapter U, section B, that the lower l i m i t for 
2 2 3 2 each of the integrations over p" and p" r i s — q^. The f i n a l 
integration was therefore taken over 23 points i n the R variable.. 
In order to obtain an estimate of the errors involved i n the 
values obtained for the T-matrix, then the number of points for the 
solution of a single integral equation was doubled. Specifically, 
the X = 0 contribution was found with just one Dragt term i n the 
kernel part both by the inversion of an 82 by 82 point mesh and then 
using a l6U by l6U point mesh. 
The error at the higher energy i n the real part was found to be 
about h per cent and the error i n the imaginary part about 1 per cent. 
The greater error i n the real part is perhaps to be expected as there 
i s a good deal of cancellation involved i n the calculation of this part. 
At the lower energy the corresponding values for real and imaginary 
parts were approxmately per cent and 1.5 per cent. 
The potential contributions were determined using a 12-point 
Gaussian sub-program as was used to determine the elements of the meshes. 
Doubling the number of Gaussian points produced a difference of less 
than 0.3 per cent, at both energies. The par t i a l wave projections of 
the potential parts were determined using Simpson's Rule, and doubling 
the number of points produced a difference of less than 1 per cent at 
both energies. 
Error estimation for the two parts contributing to a. produced 
k 
approximately 6 per cent for the T matrix part and 0.8 per cent 
for the potential part. 
We might expect more rea l i s t i c values for the errors to be 
not a l o t greater than those figures quoted. 
The computing was carried out on the I.B.M. 360/67 machine 
i n the University of Newcastle upon Tyne. 
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A P P E N D I X E I G H T 
THE INHOMOGEN EOUS TERMS 
The inhomogeneous terms, denoted by t , are given. They are 
determined from equation (1;.20). In each case the f i n a l integration 
over y needs to be carried out. 
t ( i , j ) indicates that g. is taken on the l e f t and 
g. on the right. 
3 
( 1 ) 3 2 l ? i 
t ( l , l ) = 8FAJ p» (1-y) 2 ( l - Q 2 ) 2 v 3 (p",y) C^p'Sy) v^p-'SQ) 
where Q = -^p (p" 2y + p" 2 - p"' 2). 
p" 
(2) A2 
t(2,2) = i 4 ( l + y ) 2 ( 1 + Q ) * t (1,1) 
(3) A, 
t (1,6) = Q t (1,1). 
t (6,1) = -S y t (1,1) 
(5) A2 
t(6,6) = — | y Q 
V 
(6) 
t ( l ,7) = t(l,6) 
(7) 
t(7,D = t(6 , l ) 
(8) 
t(7,7) = t(6,6) 
(9) 
t(8,8) i 4 
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